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Hydroelectric Emergency
Prevention
Christian Carroll, Max Auerbach, Kristyn Reinecke

Background: The Blight of the Industrial
Revolution
The growth of urban sprawl
has led to:
The failure of traffic systems
The destruction of
greenfields
The creation of an
anthropocentric culture

Current traffic
systems
Intersections rely on
drawing power from
the grid
Have no back up incase
of failure
Water runoff can
become a problem

Failure of current systems

Impervious Surfaces

A More
Sustainable
System
A culture of preservation in
urban areas is promoted
through:
Smart growth
Closed-loop systems
Green infrastructure
Permeable surfaces

Problem Statement
Citizens need an effective way to use roadways in the event of
severe weather or electrical failure.

“Backup or standby generators cost an

The Situation
Currently, when the power goes
out during a flood, backup
generators are unreliable and
often not in place.

order of magnitude less than generators
designed to provide primary power. The
cost differential is driven by air
pollution, interconnection and the
economics of fuel efficiency. An
emergency backup generator is only
allowed to operate for 200 hours every
year and only in the event of an
emergency power failure or for routine
testing and maintenance. By contrast,
primary generators operate upwards of
8,000 hours every year.” - Forbes
Magazine (2013)

Common Types of Hydroelectric
Generators

Micro
Hydroelectric
generators

Micro hydroelectric generators are
just a smaller version of large
hydroelectric power plant
generation. They have near a 53
percent effective in the generation
of power and can be modeled by
this equation.

Feasibility

Feasibility
continued
Assumes that highly efficient traffic and street
lights are being used.

Site Evaluations
Identifying a specific site for a project that integrates flood prone conditions and
has a large and dense population creates a set of cities that would be ideal for a
hydroelectric backup system that would power an emergency intersection in the
event of a natural disaster. Cities such as Miami, New York, and New Orleans
are top candidates for such an intervention. Based on AccuWeather, Miami is
the most hurricane prone city in the United States, and New Orleans is the fifth
most prone city. Based on Huffington Post, New York is the densest city, Miami
is the sixth densest, and New Orleans is the tenth densest city in the United
States.

“The Roots of
an Intersection”

A Sloping Roadway: Topography

Reconditioning
Recondition
ing

Space is not an
Issue
In New York City, space beneath
roadways for an intervention is
ample.
With many projects always going
on in the Big Apple, access to
implement new technologies
would be easy.
New York City would be an ideal
location for a disaster
prevention hydroelectric system
to help with events such as
Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

Hurricane
Sandy:
Millions
without
Power

Disaster Prevention: Location
●

Location of a disaster prevention hydroelectric generator is key to its efficiency and success as a
device. Therefore, location of such a device is based on the following criteria:
○

Probability of a natural disaster

○ Densest region of population nationally, regionally, and locally
○ Area most prone to natural disaster conditions in a locality
○ An area with heavy traffic volume during the time of a natural disaster
○ Ease of installation and use of hydroelectric device

Busiest
Intersections in
NYC

Location: New York City
After doing some research, we have
concluded that New York City is the best
option for installation of a hydroelectric
emergency prevention object.
In particular, Manhattan seems to stand out as
our best option.
The streets of 42nd Avenue and Dr. Martin
Luther King Boulevard hold 6 of the 10
busiest intersections in New York City.
On the island of Manhattan, much of the
population density is on the waterfront and
it dies down as you approach the inner
part of the island.

A Further Look: 42nd Avenue

A Further Look: Dr. Martin Luther King
Boulevard

Public Transportation in New York City

New York
City
Evacuation
Zones

Evaluation

The Benefits
Controlled urban runoff
Increased pollution collection /
management
Increased safety during times of
emergency
Minimal impact on intersection
structure

The Limitations
Long recharge time
More effective in areas with large
amount of rainfall
More beneficial to a larger
population
Site-specific implementation
Short time of usage
System maintenance

Cost
Current cost of construction intersection
To build an intersection today cost around
$200,000-500,000

Additional cost of Implementation
$75,000-$175,000
The generator

It requires about $8,000 in maintenance and
operating cost

The tank
Routing the piping
Additional savings from improved efficiency.

Mock up design

Further Progression
Contacting engineers/engineering firms
Talking to city planning
Testing and Theory
Implementation
Revision

Next Steps
Where else could this be implemented?
How else could we find power?

Implementati
on
Into grey
water
management
systems.

Natural Disasters around the United States

Cities to Avoid during Natural Disaster
Atlanta
Washington D.C.
New York
Chicago
Orlando
San Francisco
San Diego
Portland

Other Possibilities...

Solar Energy
● Dry Climates
● Many large cities
away from
coastal regions
that could use
emergency
management
techniques

Waterseer
https://vimeo.com/182748120

Vision
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